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The shape of the tether of a high-altitude kite 

 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a specification for the lifting force required from a kite to be flown 

to an altitude of 15,000 feet.  The tether is the principal payload which the kite must be able to lift.  While 

the kite might also carry a camera or a small instrument package, the gravitational and aerodynamic 

forces on the tether are much more significant.  The shape of the tether is an important ingredient in 

determining the load the kite must bear, but it is only a means to the end. 

 

When a kite is flying at a low altitude, say, 500 feet, the tether is almost a straight line.  The kite pulls 

upwards and downwind on the upper end of the tether, and the force it applies to the upper end is 

transmitted down through the tether to the winch without much change.  (I will use the term “winch” for 

the agent at ground-level which holds the tether.  For a low-altitude kite, the agent is usually a person.  

For a high-altitude kite, the agent is usually a winch.)  The angle which the tether makes with respect to 

the Earth’s surface, or the horizon, is determined by the balance of forces acting on the kite.  The tether 

serves only as a restraint on the kite, to keep it from flying away. 

 

As a kite ascends to higher altitudes, the tether begins to take on a noticeable curvature.  The tether runs 

downwind from the winch at a relatively low angle with respect to the horizon, but can be seen sloping 

upwards in the distance.  The angle between the kite and the horizon, as both are seen from the winch, 

will be greater than the angle at which the tether leaves the winch.    

 

When a kite is flying at a high altitude, say, more than 5000 feet, the tether is too important a source of 

forces to be ignored.  The winch will be holding the upwind end of the tether, of course, but it is the shape 

of the tether which determines the angle and magnitude of the force exerted on the kite.  Aerodynamic 

and gravitational forces act all along the tether’s length, and they cause the tension vector at the kite’s end 

of the tether to differ markedly from the tension vector at the winch’s end.  The tether comes into its own 

as an independent flying object, and the way it “flies” needs as much attention as the way the kite flies. 

 

The “ceiling” of a kite is the highest altitude it can reach.  The size and shape of the kite, together with the 

setting of the attachment point, determine the aerodynamic forces on the kite at any given wind speed and 

altitude.  The net aerodynamic force acting upwards, called the “lift”, usually exceeds the weight of the 

kite by a considerable margin.  The net upwards force at a given altitude and wind speed is a measure of 

the kite’s ability to lift more weight.      

 

Consider a kite when it has just been launched.  It is in this circumstance that the greatest upwards force is 

exerted on the winch.  As the tether is paid out, the kite will fly / move upwards and downwind.  The 

magnitude of the force exerted on the winch will increase, but the angle the tension vector makes with 

respect to the horizontal will decrease.  The balance of forces at the kite will also have changed.  The 

upwards aerodynamic force on the kite must now overcome the sum of: (i) the kite’s weight, as before, 

but also (ii) the weight of the tether and (iii) the downwards aerodynamic force on the tether.  (This 

statement presumes that the “lift” on the tether acts downwards, but it is so.)  As more and more tether is 

paid out, the increasing length of tether uses up an increasing percentage of the kite’s lifting power, 

leaving less for further increases in altitude.  Eventually, the kite will be lifting as much tether as it can, 

and will have no further ability to climb.  It will have reached its ceiling. 

 

Conceptually, the kite provides a certain amount of lifting ability, which the tether uses up.  The kite’s 

lifting ability depends on its size and shape, its angle of attack, the altitude and wind speed, and so forth.  

But, it is not the purpose of this paper to look into the kite’s lifting ability.  In fact, the kite has not yet 

been designed.  How, then, do we deal with the fact that we know nothing about the motive power for this 

system? 
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What we will do in this paper is set aside all of the details about the kite and represent it with a single 

force.  This force is the total force which the kite, through its bridle, exerts on the upper end of the tether.  

We will make an assumption about the magnitude and direction of this force, and then see what shape of 

tether is consistent with it.  We will defer until another time the problem of determining what kind of kite 

produces a force with that magnitude and direction.  For convenience, I will refer to this force as the “kite 

force”. 

 

Since the kite force has a magnitude and a direction, we need two values to describe it.  We could use its 

components in the downstream and upwards directions.  But, there is a more effective way.  We will 

describe the force by its magnitude and lift-to-drag ratio.  This is shown in the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The lift-to-drag ratio is widely used in the study of airfoils.  It is the ratio of the vertical force developed 

by an airfoil (vertical meaning perpendicular to the wind) divided by the horizontal drag experienced by 

the airfoil (horizontal meaning parallel to the wind).  The more effective an airfoil is, the greater its lift 

relative to its drag.  Of course, the lift-to-drag ratio is relatively geometrically to the angle , by: 

 

 

 

and the kite force  is related to the other quantities by: 

 

 

 

In this paper, we will examine the tether in two dimensions, as shown from the side in the following 

figure.  The kite is shown as the red dot.  The -  plane is determined by the wind’s compass direction.  

The wind is assumed to lie entirely in the -  plane.  The -axis is set parallel to the Earth’s surface and 

the -axis extends straight up.  We will assume that the wind blows horizontally, parallel with the -axis.  

It is usually the case that the wind direction changes moderately with altitude, which will cause the tether 

to be a non-planar curve, but we will ignore this effect.  Our focus will be on the altitude of the kite ( ) 

and its distance downwind ( ) from the winch.  For convenience, the (0, 0) origin of the -  plane has 

been located at the winch. 
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In this paper, we will use the variables  and  to identify the locations of points along the tether, and will 

therefore use the other symbols,  and , to describe the location of the kite.  I have also defined two 

angles in the figure.  They measure the slopes of the tether (the slopes of the lines tangent to the tether’s 

curve) at its top and bottom.  The “winch angle”  is the slope of the tether as it leaves the winch.  The 

“kite angle”  is the slope of the tether where it connects to the kite.   

 

The tether will be subject to aerodynamic forces and the force of gravity.  The gravitational force will 

always act in the same direction:  in the figure above.  The aerodynamic forces will vary in magnitude 

and direction all along the tether, depending on the local wind speed, altitude and angle of inclination to 

the wind.  It is useful to put to one side the tether as a whole, and to consider only a short piece.  I will 

call such a short piece a “segment”.  How short is short?  That depends on what one is trying to do.  The 

tether of a high-altitude kite will be several miles long and, since it will curve quite slowly from one end 

to the other, a segment 100 meters long would not only be “short”, but almost straight as well.  A segment 

one meter long would be very short and as straight as a meter stick.  The departure from the meter stick 

would be too small to detect with the human eye. 

 

The following figure shows an arbitrary short segment of the tether and identifies several quantities.  The 

co-ordinates of the upwind, or lower, end are assumed to be .  The co-ordinates of the downwind, or 

upper, end are assumed to be .  The distances  and  will depend on how long a 

segment we chose to consider.  The length of the hypotenuse between the two end-points is , and can 

be found using the Pythagorean Theorem: .  The slope of the line segment connecting 

the two end-points is given by angle .   
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There are five forces acting on this particular segment.  They are rendered in different colours in the 

figure.  There is the force of gravity, shown in blue, which I have assumed acts straight downwards from 

the midpoint of the segment.  There are the tension vectors, shown in green, one at each end-point of the 

segment, which the neighboring segments exert on this one.  And, there are the aerodynamic forces, 

shown in red, whose two components in the  and  directions I have shown acting at the mid-point of 

the segment.  Let me describe the forces in a little more detail. 

 

Consider the force of gravity  acting on the segment.  This is the segment’s weight.  It is equal to the 

mass of the segment  multiplied by the acceleration of gravity .  To the extent that the segment is 

short, it is also straight and its physical length will be very nearly equal to the slant distance  between 

the end-points.  If the material is uniform along its length, and its lineal density is given by , then its 

mass can be computed as  and the force of gravity as .  The gravitational acceleration 

at the Earth’s surface is usually given as .  To be sure, this constant(!) decreases with 

altitude as one gets further from the Earth’s center.  However, the decrease is so slight, even for several 

miles of altitude, that we will ignore it.  It is sometimes done that the tether consists of different types of 

lines tied together, so that the lineal density  is not the same all along its length.  If necessary, this is easy 

to take into account in the numerical procedure we will use to solve the equations, which will proceed 

from the kite down to the winch.  In this paper, however, we will assume that the tether is made from a 

line with constant physical properties. 

 

Now, consider the tension forces acting at the end-points of the segment.  For all intents and purposes, the 

segment is straight.  Its neighbouring segments are also straight.  We can model the curvature in the tether 

as a whole by allowing there to be a small change in the slope from one segment to the next.  Therefore, 

the angle  which the tension vector  at the left end of the segment makes with the 

horizontal will not be the same as the angle  which the tension vector 

 at the right end of the segment makes with the horizontal.  It is the cumulative increase in this angle 

 which describes the upwards curvature of the tether as one proceeds along the tether from the winch to 

the kite.  Do not be confused by the word “tension”.  I am using it interchangeably with the word “force”.  

A “tension” force is simply a force which tends to pull pieces of a material apart.  It is to be distinguished 

from a “compressive” force, which tends to push pieces of a material together.  Since the tether is 

flexible, neighbouring segments can only pull on one other; they cannot push on each other. 

 

It should also be understood that Newton’s Law applies.  The tension which one segment exerts on its 

neighbor is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the tension which the neighbor exerts on the 

original segment.  The line-of-action of the inter-segment tension is tangent to the tether at the point they 

join.  The angles  are the slopes of the inter-segment tension forces and will differ slightly from the 

angles , which are the slopes of the segments themselves.   

 

Now consider the aerodynamic forces  and .  Their first subscript  is just a reminder that they 

arise from aerodynamic effects.  The second subscript indicates the direction.  As it happens, the 

aerodynamic forces are going to be available to us already resolved into  and  components.  Thus, 

=   and = , which will make things a little more convenient for us.  In due course below, I 

will explain how the aerodynamic forces are calculated.   

 

For now, let’s return to the arbitrary segment and the five forces to which it is subjected.  We are going to 

calculate the total force and total mechanical moment acting on the segment.  Like any object, this 

segment will move if the net force applied to it is not zero.  Similarly, it will rotate if the net moment 

applied to it is not zero.  To be a little more precise, this segment will accelerate, linearly or rotationally, 

in proportion to the net applied force or moment, respectively.  Its actual linear or rotational speed will 
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depend on certain physical parameters.  However, we are not interested in how the segment moves or 

could move.  We want it and all the other segments to be stationary, so the tether has a fixed shape.  For 

the tether to have a fixed shape, none of the segments can be moving, either through translation or 

through rotation.  This is tantamount to saying that none of the segments can be accelerating, which in 

turn means that the total force and moment on each segment must be zero.  When the forces all balance 

out, the net force and net mechanical moment acting on each segment will be zero, and each segment will 

be in a state of equilibrium.  This is the state of affairs we are looking for. 

 

To derive the equations of equilibrium for a particular segment, we need to add up the contributions made 

by the five forces.  We have enough information to be able to do this for the forces, but not quite enough 

information to calculate the moments.  We need to talk about “moment arms”.  A moment – to be precise, 

I should say a “mechanical” moment, to distinguish it from some other types of moment – is the tendency 

of an object to rotate in response to the application of unpaired forces.  A specific axis of rotation must be 

identified before a moment can be defined.  This axis of rotation need not be a physical axis capable of 

rotation.  Any line can be chosen to serve as an axis of rotation for the purpose of defining a moment.  It 

is simply an axis around which the object would rotate under the influence of the unpaired forces if the 

object was able to rotate and was allowed to rotate.   

 

In a two-dimensional case, the rotation axis degenerates to a point around which the two-dimensional 

projection of the object might tend to rotate.  In the case of our segment, it is convenient to select the 

midpoint of the segment as the axis, or point, of rotation.  Three of the five forces have been defined so 

that they pass directly through the midpoint.  Since they pass directly through the rotation axis, they 

cannot impart any tendency to the segment to rotate around it.  Those three forces are the gravitational 

and aerodynamic forces.  That reduces the scope of our problem to the moments which the remaining two 

forces impart to the segment.  The remaining two forces are the tension forces, which act at the end-points 

of the segment. 

 

Selecting the segment’s midpoint as the rotation axis, or point, is convenient also for the two tension 

forces, because the moment arms for them are simply one-half of the rise and run of the segment’s length.  

A “moment arm” is the perpendicular distance from the axis of rotation to the line-of-action of an applied 

force.  The magnitude of a moment is the mathematical product of the magnitude of the applied force and 

the perpendicular distance from the rotation axis to the line-of-action.  The magnitude of the moment 

measures the ability of the force to impart a “twist” to the segment around its midpoint.  The following 

table sets out the moments due to the inter-segment tension forces.  In setting the plus and minus signs, I 

have adopted the convention that the tension  is always algebraically positive. 

 

 

 

I should describe what the -direction is.  The -axis is perpendicular to both of the - and -axes.  In the 

figure above, it therefore points either directly into the page or directly out of it. Which way it points is 
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determined by convention, using the right-hand rule: if the extended thumb is held parallel to the -axis 

and the extended fingers held parallel to the -axis, then the -axis points directly out of the palm.  The -

axis, then, points directly out of the page.  A positive moment is a rotational tendency to turn around this 

axis, again determined using the (other) right-hand rule.  If the extended thumb is held parallel to the 

rotation axis, then the curled fingers indicate the direction of the rotational tendency.  A positive moment 

in the figure above, then, will tend to rotate the segment in the counter-clockwise direction, with its left-

side end-point (a.k.a. nose, leading edge, upwind end, or lower end) forced downwards and its right-side 

end-point forced upwards.   

 

As an example, consider the tension at the left-side end-point of the segment.  The magnitude of the 

tension is .  The magnitude of the component of this tension along the horizontal is 

.  Since this force pulls towards the left, in the direction of the negative -axis, the 

vector which describes this component of the tension is .  This force acts at a point 

on the segment which is a distance  below the rotation axis / midpoint of the segment.  Since this 

distance is perpendicular to the component of the force, the magnitude of the moment is simply the 

product of their magnitudes, being .  The minus sign tells us that this component of 

the force imparts a negative, or clockwise, tendency to rotate. 

 

It turns out, then, that the horizontal components of the tension forces at both end-points of the segment 

tend to rotate it clockwise, corresponding to negative moments.  The vertical components of the tension 

forces at both end-points of the segment tend to rotate it counter-clockwise, corresponding to positive 

moments. 

 

Now we are in a position to add up the individual forces and their individual moments, and so calculate 

the total force and moment acting on the segment.  The total force acting in the positive -direction is: 

 

 

 

The total force acting in the positive -direction is: 

 

 

 

The total moment around the midpoint of the segment, in the counter-clockwise direction, is: 

 

 

 

After the movements following any changes in the situation have died out, and the tether reaches a static 

equilibrium, the total forces and moment must be zero.  Setting the left-hand sides of the three 

expressions to zero gives: 

 

 

 

and 
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To make these equations a little less unwieldy, let’s introduce some temporary symbols, as follows: 

  for the magnitude of the tension at the left-hand end-point; 

  for the angle of the tension vector at the left-hand end-point; 

  for the magnitude of the tension at the right-hand end-point; and 

  for the angle of the tension vector at the right-hand end-point. 

 

In addition, let’s not lose sight of the average slope of the segment, angle , which is trigonometrically 

related to  and  by the definition .  With these substitutions, Equations  can be re-

written as: 

 

 

 

These are three equations, each of which embodies a different, or “independent”, bit of information.  

Having three equations, we should be able to calculate three independent quantities.  However, the three 

equations actually involve five variables which we will not know in advance (the “unknowns”): , , 

,  and .  We are not going to be able to solve for all five unknowns.  We are only going to be able to 

solve for three of them.  By “solve”, I mean that we should be able to express any three of the five 

unknown quantities in terms of the remaining two.  Which ones?  Which two variables we want to “keep” 

as unknowns is entirely up to us.  But, some choices are more useful than others.  Here is what we will 

do. 

 

We will divide the five variables into two groups.  One group will consist of the three variables, which we 

will calculate using Equations .  The other group will consist of two variables, which we will assume 

are known.  In other words, rather than keeping two of the variables as unknowns, let us go on the attack 

and assume that we somehow already know them! 

 

I am going to choose  and , the two variables at the right-side end-point of the segment, as the two 

known variables.  If they are known, then we can use Equations  to calculate the three unknown 

variables at the left-side end-point of the segment: ,  and .   

 

Treating two of the unknowns as being known is not as crazy as it sounds.  For example, if we begin the 

calculations at the kite’s end of the tether, and work our way down the tether from top to bottom, then, as 

we consider each segment in turn, the two right-side variables will already have been calculated and we 

can proceed as proposed. 

 

Let us now figure out how to solve Equations  assuming that  and  are already known.  We can 

work with the first two of the equations to get expressions for  and .  Start by multiplying Equation 

 by  and subtracting from it Equation  multiplied by .  This will eliminate any 

reference to , as follows: 
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Then, multiply Equation  by  and add to it Equation  multiplied by .  This will 

separate  from .  We get: 

 

 

 

It should be clear that we can calculate  using Equation , whose right-hand-side depends only on the 

conditions on the right-side end-point of the segment and, of course, the other forces acting on the 

segment.  With  in hand, we can use Equation  to calculate .  Finally, finding angle  is merely a 

matter of re-arranging the moment equation, Equation , as follows. 

 

 

 

Getting the procedure started 

 

Since the procedure has been designed to proceed from right to left, we must begin at the right-side end-

point of the rightmost segment into which we divide the tether.  That end-point is, of course, the 

“attachment” point, at which the tether is tied to the kite’s bridle.  I have already described how we are 

going to represent the kite with the equivalent force it exerts on the top end of the tether.  It will be the 

case, therefore, that the “tension” force acting on the right-side of the rightmost segment (which has no 

neighbouring segment on its right side) is the force exerted by the kite, namely, .  The angle of  we 

also know, from Equation , to be equal to .  We will use these two parameters of the kite as 

the two right-side variables  and  for the right-most segment, at which we will start. 

 

The procedure is based on a segment-by-segment enforcement of equilibrium conditions.  It is implicitly 

understood that we must divide the tether into segments for this purpose.  It is easiest, but by no means 

necessary, that we divide the tether into segments all having the same length.  We will assume that the 

tether has a total physical length of  and is divided into  segments of equal length.  The length of each 

segment will therefore be equal to .  We are going to assign an identification number to each 

segment, starting at the top.  Segment #1 is the segment whose right-side end-point is tied to the kite’s 

bridle.  Segment #N is the segment whose left-side end-point is the point of contact with the winch. 

 

If there are  segments, then there will be  “hinge” points.  A hinge point is the idealized point at 

which two ideally-straight segments join.  Physically, the tether is continuously curved, but our procedure 

models it as chain of straight segments joined at the hinge points.  We will keep track of the -  co-

ordinates of the hinge points and use them as the representation of the shape of the tether.  The hinge 

points will be numbered in the same way as their associated segments.  We will let Hinge #1 be the 

attachment point, at the right side of the topmost segment, Hinge #2 be the hinge at the right-side end-
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Step #1: Start at kite 

Step #2: Proceed downwards 

Step #3: Hit the ground 

point of the second segment, and so on.  The last hinge point, Hinge # , will be the left-side end-

point of the bottommost segment, where the tether contacts the winch. 

 

The description of hinges in the preceding paragraph flags a small matter which we did not include in our 

mathematical model of the tether: internal stresses.  Bending any object causes internal forces to be 

generated, in such directions as oppose the bending.  Think of bending a steel wire.  If the internal forces 

which oppose the bending are significant, then an extra set of “anti-bending” forces, or their equivalent 

mechanical moments, should be added to the mathematical model.  There are two reasons why the anti-

bending forces in the kite’s tether are negligible.  Firstly, the tether is relatively thin and its resistance to 

bending is quite small to begin with.  Secondly, the tether is relatively long and the curvature it 

experiences is relatively mild, so the magnitude of the bending at any point along its length is virtually 

zero.  For these two reasons, I have treated the tether as ideally flexible and ignored the bending stresses.  

 

We need on last piece of data to begin the procedure.  That is the -  co-ordinates of the kite, where the 

tether ends, and where the iterative procedure begins.  As always, when we don’t know something, we 

make assumptions.  Accordingly, we will make a guess for the altitude  and downrange distance  of 

the kite.  And, then, we will run the procedure. 

 

Stopping the procedure 

 

The procedure starts at the kite, and traverses the tether, in segments, down its length.  If all is perfect, the 

lower end of the tether will be found to be in contact with the winch.  However, since we begin with mere 

guesses  for the kite’s -  co-ordinates, it is unlikely we will end up where we want to be.  Things 

will not be perfect. 

 

One of the possibilities that may occur as we process the segments one-by-one is that we hit the ground.  

This is shown in the following figure. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hitting the ground is not serious.  It simply means that our initial guess for the altitude  was too low.  

The remedy is to start over again using a larger guess for the altitude.  In a similar way, ending up on the 

ground, but too far downrange or uprange simply means that the initial guess for distance  was wrong. 

 

A second possibility is that we never reach the ground at all.  This will happen if the initial guess for the 

tether’s length is too small.  It can also be easily fixed, by starting over again with a longer tether or a 

lower altitude.  But, not reaching the ground can also occur for a more subtle reason, as illustrated in the 

following figure.     
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Step #1: Start at kite 

Step #2: Proceed downwards 

Step #3: Ceiling established 
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In this case, there is an ample length of tether.  It is certainly long enough to reach the ground.  It just does 

not.  The kite simply cannot lift the length of tether we supply.  In other words, we have taken the kite 

above its ceiling.  Based on the figure, we could define a kite’s ceiling as its altitude when the tether exits 

from the winch with zero slope.  It the tether exits horizontally from the winch, then the kite cannot be 

made to ascend further.  Feeding out more tether will not help.  The extra tether will droop and, in short 

order, will drag along the ground. 

 

Once the lowest point on the curve is known, the starting guesses for the kite’s co-ordinates  can be 

adjusted to translate the lowest point to the origin, where the winch is located.  The next iteration of the 

process will end nearer the winch, and the subsequent translation will be even less.    

 

Do not lose sight of the fact that this is the tether’s shape for whatever kite force  and lift-to-drag ratio  

were assumed at the outset.  A different pair of parameters will obtain if the kite has a different angle of 

attack or if a different wind speed is assumed.  Assuming a different kite force will give rise to a different 

tether shape and a different ceiling. 

 

The aerodynamic forces acting on a segment of the tether 

 

It is now time to turn our attention to the aerodynamic forces acting on the tether.  Estimating these forces 

is an exercise all unto itself, and not a trivial one at that.   

 

The tether we are going to consider in this paper is the strongest line in common use for flying kites.  It is 

braided from 16 solid strands of a material with the trade-name Spectra.  It has a rated strength of 500 

pounds and a nominal diameter of 1.7 millimeters.  It weighs 8.213 ounces per 500-foot length. 

 

In another paper, entitled The lift and drag acting on the tether of a high-altitude kite, I simulated the 

aerodynamics of tether segments using the OpenFoam computational fluid dynamics program.  The 

pressure and viscous forces per meter of tether length, acting separately in the  and  directions, were 

simulated for: 

 

 wind speeds in the range from 10 miles per hour to 40 miles per hour, 

 altitudes in the range from 0 feet to 15,000 feet, based on the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, and 

 angles of inclination to the wind from 0° to 90°. 
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Closed-form expressions were produced which approximate the force data over the full range of the 

parameters.  I will not reproduce the expressions here.  They are available in the original paper and are 

also coded into the computer program described below and listed in Appendix “A”. 

 

Treating the tether as a rigid body 

 

The following graph shows the shape of the tether under three different assumptions for the kite force: 

200 Newtons, 300 Newtons and 400 Newtons.  In all three cases, the lift-to-drag ratio is equal to 2 and the 

wind speed is 30 miles per hour at all altitudes. 

 

The squares in the grid are 1000 feet wide and 1000 feet high so the co-ordinates of the kite can be 

extracted immediately from the graph.  When the kite force increases, the kite flies at a higher altitude and 

further downwind.  For example, at the biggest force shown (400 Newtons), the kite is at an altitude of 

5,029 meters (16,470 feet).  It is 11,157 meters (36,604 feet) downwind and the tether is 13,014 meters 

(42,697 feet, also equivalent to 8.1 statute miles) long. 

 

Before we look at more shapes, let’s take a look at the tether as if was a rigid body.  Although we know 

the tether is anything but rigid, all of its component segments are at rest with one another.  What we can 

do is add up the external forces which act on the segments in the tether.  The inter-segment tension forces 

between neighbouring segments are always equal and opposite, and cancel each other out everywhere 

except on the right-side of the topmost segment, where the kite pulls on the tether, and at the left-side of 
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the bottommost segment, where the winch pulls on the tether.  The following figure shows a free-body 

diagram.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this figure, the subscripts ,  and  identify forces exerted on the tether by the kite, the winch and the 

aerodynamics, respectively.  The subscripts  and  identify the two spatial co-ordinates.  The total forces 

in the two directions add up.  The following table sets out the values of the forces, in Newtons, for the 

400 Newton case shown in the previous graph. 

 

Force (Newtons) -direction -direction 

Kite   

Wind on tether   

Gravity on tether   

Winch   

Error   

 

The vertical force from the kite ( ) has to hold all of the segments in the tether up, against the forces of 

gravity ( ) and the aerodynamic forces acting downwards ( ).  If the kite has more lifting power after 

counteracting these two downwards forces, then the excess will be applied to the winch ( ).  In the 

cases shown, the kite is at its ceiling, so there is no excess lifting power.  The horizontal force with which 

the winch pulls leftwards on the tether ( ) has to counteract the aerodynamic drag on the tether ( ) 

and the downwind drag on the kite ( ).   

 

 

 

There are small errors  and  in the expected equalities because of the termination condition used to 

decide when to stop the segment-by-segment traverses down the tether.  In the computer program, the 

iterative procedure is stopped when the traverses down the tether encounter a zero slope and the last hinge 

is within 10 centimeters of the (0, 0) origin.  Determining the shape of the tether to within 10 centimeters 

is certainly good enough for our purposes, but it does leave a small mismatch in the balance of forces. 
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Sensitivity of the shape to the kite’s lift-to-drag ratio 

 

It is clear from the preceding graph that the kite force is going to have to be approximately 400 Newtons 

if the kite is going to reach an altitude of 15,000 feet.  The following graph shows the shape when the kite 

force is 400 Newtons but has different directions.  The curves are based on five lift-to-drag ratios: 1, 1.5, 

2, 2.5 and 3.  A flat plate will have a lift-to-drag ratio of about 1.5.  A good Delta kite may have a lift-to-

drag ratio as high as 2.5.  The wing section of a sailplane will have a lift-to-drag ratio much higher, 

perhaps 10.  As before, all of these curves assume a uniform 30 mile per hour wind speed. 

 

The lift-to-drag ratio affects the kite’s altitude at its ceiling more than its downwind distance.  The effect 

is significant.  The bigger the lift-to-drag ratio, the better.  Although there are diminishing returns from 

continuing to increase the lift-to-drag ratio, the absolute increases in altitude from each increase are not 

trivial.  Increasing the lift-to-drag ratio from 2.5 to 3, for example, increases the ceiling by more than 

1000 feet.  While this is not as much as the 4000 feet increase in ceiling when the lift-to-drag ratio is 

increased from 1 to 1.5, it is still an extra 1000 feet. 

 

An aside: The kite force is rendered on these curves as a red line segment.  The lengths of the line 

segments are scaled so that the greatest kite force, from among all the cases included in the graph, has a 

plotted length equivalent to 1000 feet.  The kite forces are then plotted at angles equal to the assumed lift-

to-drag ratios.  The topmost segment in the tether will have the same slope as the kite’s lift-to-drag ratio. 
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Sensitivity of the shape to a uniform wind speed 

 

The following graph shows the shape of the tether when the kite force is 200 Newtons and the lift-to-drag 

ratio is 2.  What differs among the curves is the wind speed.  It varies from 10 miles per hour to 40 miles 

per hour in 10 mile-per-hour increments.  In each case, the wind speed is assumed to be constant at all 

altitudes from sea level up to the kite. 

 

Wind speed is obviously very important.  However, the curves need to be interpreted with care.  At first 

blush, it seems that the kite flies to a higher altitude as the wind speed drops.  Ergo, all we need to do to 

reach a very high altitude is to fly the kite on a calm and windless day. 

 

The curves are generated with the common assumption that the kite exerts a net force of 200 Newtons on 

the tether.  If the lifting agent generates 200 Newtons, then it will indeed be able to lift the tether higher 

(much higher) when the wind speed is only 10 miles per hour than when it is 40 miles per hour.  Wind has 

an adverse impact on the tether, and the adverse impact increases as the wind speed increases. 

 

In our application, the lifting agent is a kite, whose lifting ability is also affected by the wind speed.  

Generally speaking, the kite force will increase with increasing wind speed until it either breaks or goes 

out of control. 

 

The happiest circumstance would be to have a good strong wind up at the kite’s altitude and a dead calm 

at lower altitudes.  This would be most advantageous for the kite and least adverse for the tether. 

 

40 mph 

10 mph 
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The shape of the tether under various wind profiles 

 

It is generally the case, at least where I live, that wind speeds at low altitudes are less than those at high 

altitudes.  The computer program allows the user to specify a “wind profile”.  The user can specify the 

wind speed at up to five altitudes.  The program will estimate the wind speed at any given altitude by 

interpolating linearly between adjacent entries in the table.  Three kites are modeled in the following 

curves: ones generating 300, 350 and 400 Newtons of kite force, all with a lift-to-drag ratio of 2.  The 

three kites were then subjected to three different wind profiles, which are described in the following table. 

 

Altitude 
Wind speed 

Wind Profile #1 Wind Profile #2 Wind Profile #3 

Sea level 10 mph 15 mph 20 mph 

5000 feet 15 mph 20 mph 25 mph 

10,000 feet and above 20 mph 25 mph 30 mph 

 

The following graph shows the shapes of the tether for the three kites under Wind Profile #2. 

 

The three curves do not tell us anything new – as expected, a greater kite force can pull out further and up 

higher.  What we need to do is to compare the results for the three Wind Profiles.  By “results”, I mean 

the kites’ ceilings, which is the most important variable at this time.  The ceilings in the nine cases (3 

kites and 3 wind profiles) are compared in the following graph. 
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 Kite force 
Kite’s ceiling 

Wind Profile #1 Wind Profile #2 Wind Profile #3 

250 Newtons 16,730 feet 12,780 feet 10,110 feet 

300 Newtons 21,030 feet 16,430 feet 12,510 feet 

350 Newtons 25,300 feet 20,310 feet 15,780 feet 

Let’s compare these ceilings with those which obtain when the wind speed is the same at all altitudes.  

For the same kite forces, the ceilings are as follows.  I did not complete the entries in the 10 mile-per-hour 

column because there is little point in designing a kite for such a weak wind.  

Kite force 
Kite’s ceiling 

Wind = 10mph Wind = 20mph Wind = 30mph 

250 Newtons 23,710 feet 13,800 feet 8,030 feet 

300 Newtons n/a 18,300 feet 10,280 feet 

350 Newtons n/a 22,800 feet 13,000 feet 

In both tables, I have highlighted in yellow the case in each wind condition which is closest to the design 

altitude of 15,000 feet.  I conclude that 300 Newtons is the absolute minimum kite force which would be 

acceptable, and it would be limited to 20 mile-per-hour winds.  A 350 Newton kite force would be better, 

but even it would reach the target altitude only when the prevailing wind profile was no stronger than 

Wind Profile #3, as described above.  A kite with a 400 Newton kite force would be more versatile. 

 

Setting a non-zero winch angle 

 

All of the cases up to this point envision that the winch pays out the tether until its slope is zero.  Suppose 

we limit the winch angle to, say, 15°.  This restriction produces the following outcomes. 
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It can be seen on all of the graphs before this last one that almost half of the tether’s length is at altitudes 

of 2000 feet or less.  Eliminating that half of the tether’s length eliminates half the cost but also reduces 

the time needed to deploy and retrieve the kite.  But, there is a penalty.  To stretch the decreased length of 

tether up to the design altitude requires that the kite generate more lift.  My conclusion is this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The graph shows a ceiling of 16,400 feet in the former instance and 17,000 feet in the latter.  I should 

emphasize that these are the kite forces when the kite is at its design altitude.  This is a tough specification 

– it requires that the kite generate a force between 100 and 125 pounds at 15,000 feet.  At lower altitudes, 

if the wind speed is held the same, the kite force will be much greater.  At sea level, where the air density 

is about five times greater than at 15,000 feet, such a kite will generate forces of between 500 and 600 

pounds.  This is flirting with the breaking strength of the proposed tether.  It would be helpful if the wind 

speed at lower altitudes was less than at 15,000 feet, so the effects of increased air density and decreased 

wind speed would offset each other to some extent.  On the other hand, we do not want the wind speeds at 

lower altitudes to be too low.  In order to get up to the desired altitude, the kite must be able to generate 

enough lift at each intermediate altitude to be able to ascend to a higher altitude. 

 

Jim Hawley 

June 2013 

 

An e-mail setting out errors and omissions would be appreciated. 

 

Addendum            

 

A reader has asked: if the tether is ideally flexible, why would a segment rotate in response to an applied 

moment?  Why would it not just bend?  That is a good question.  When the tether is considered as a 

whole, it is very flexible.  Considered on a fine enough scale, though, it is not.  The line has a diameter of 

1.7 millimeters, equal to about one-sixteenth of an inch.  A short enough piece, say, one-half inch long, is 

very stiff and can hardly be bent.  If we make the  and  small enough, the three equations of 

equilibrium, including the moment equation, do apply.  It is not necessary that the segment lengths used 

in the procedure, and the corresponding ’s and ’s, actually be made this small.  One can imagine 

dividing each segment into lots of smaller sub-segments, with the appropriate hinges at their end-points, 

and applying the iterative procedure to the smaller sub-segments.  The only result would be some 

improvement in the accuracy (already very good) but the equilibrium equations would apply equally at 

the segment level and the sub-segment level. 

 

The philosophical issue is whether or not the tether’s material has any resistance to bending, even if that 

resistance is extremely small.  At some scale, it will resist bending enough to respond to moments like a 

rigid body.  At all larger scales, it is then a matter of how closely the discretized line segments match the 

curvature of their real-world counterparts.  If a material has absolutely no resistance to bending, then it 

will also be ideally thin and not suffer from aerodynamic forces.  Being ideally thin, it will have no mass, 

either, and will not suffer from a gravitational force.  It will therefore be straight, the tension forces at 

both end-points will be equal in magnitude, opposite in direction and have the same line-of-action.  They 

will not give rise to any moment.   

 

Specification for the kite, when flying at 15,000 feet 

 

If the kite force is 400 Newtons, the lift-to-drag ratio must be at least 2.5. 

If the kite force is 500 Newtons, the lift-to-drag ratio can be as low as 2. 
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Appendix “A” 

 

The Visual Basic computer program 

 

The results given in this paper were generated by the program listed below.  The program is written in 

Visual Basic 2010 Express.  It contains six modules. 

 

Module CalculateAeroForce 

 

The subroutine in this module calculates the aerodynamic forces acting on a given segment of the tether, 

which is assumed to be straight.  The inputs required by the subroutine are the angle of attack of the 

segment, its altitude and the local wind speed.  The equations used for this calculation have been taken 

over directly, without modification, from those described in the paper entitled The lift and drag on the 

tether of a high-altitude kite. 

 

Module OneTraverse 

 

The principal subroutine in this module executes one traverse down the tether, starting at the top end and 

proceeding downwards until the slope of the tether becomes equal to a given winch angle.  The inputs 

required by the subroutine are the current guesses for the -  co-ordinates of the kite and the current 

guess for the length of the tether.  The subroutine implements the segment-by-segment iterative procedure 

using the equations set out in the text above.  

 

Module OneConvergence 

 

The subroutine in this module manages all aspects of calculating the shape of a tether for a given case.  

The inputs required by the subroutine are the kite force and lift-to-drag ratio, and the applicable wind 

profile, for the particular case.  The subroutine makes the necessary guesses to start the procedure.  It then 

calls the subroutine in module One Traverse again and again, updating the guesses based on the results of 

each previous iteration, until the kite and winch have co-ordinates which are consistent with the forces on 

the tether and its shape. 

 

Form1 

 

Form1 is the main Windows form.  It manages the display.  It sorts out what the parameters should be for 

the various cases requested, and calls the subroutine in module OnceConvergence for each case. 

 

Module RenderTethers 

 

When it has finished processing each case, the routine in Form1 saves the pertinent facts about each case 

in several arrays.  The facts include the -  co-ordinates of the hinges which separate the segments along 

the tether.  After all the cases have been processed, the routine in Form1 calls the subroutine in module 

RenderTethers, which plots the shapes.  The plot is impressed onto a bitmap, which Form1 uses as the 

contents of a panel on the screen. 

 

Module VerifyAsRigidBody 

 

When it has finished processing each case, the routine in Form1 also saves the pertinent facts about each 

case in a second set of arrays.  These are used by the subroutine in this module to re-do the force 

calculations along the tether.  This requires only one traverse of the tether in each case.  Let me compare 

the calculations which are done during this traverse with the similar calculations which are done during 
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the traverses in module OneTraverse.  The subroutine in this module has available to it the -  co-

ordinates of both end-points of each segment in the tether.  It can therefore calculate the altitude of the 

mid-point of each segment.  It can also calculate, directly, the slope / angle of attack of each segment.  It 

interpolates the wind speed and calculates the aerodynamic forces on the segment using the directly-

derived altitude and angle of attack.  The subroutine in the module OneTraverse, on the other hand, has 

available to it only the -  co-ordinates of the upper, or right-side, end-point of each segment.  It uses the 

altitude at the upper end-point as a proxy for the altitude of the segment.  In addition, the subroutine in 

module OneTraverse has limited information about the slope of the segment.  The only slope information 

it has is the slope of the inter-segment tension force at the right-side.  It uses this as a proxy for the angle 

of attack of the segment.  To the extent that the segments are short, the differences between the two 

methods are small.  The errors for the tethers examined in this paper, including the errors arising from the 

termination condition as described above, are on the order of one-hundredth of a Newton. 

 

While it makes its single traverse of the tether, the subroutine in this module keeps a running total of the 

- and -direction aerodynamic forces, and of the gravitational forces, acting on the segments.  These 

totals should be equal to the differences between the forces and the kite’s end and the winch’s end of the 

tether. 

 

The following pages contain listings of the modules. 
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Module CalculateAeroForce 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Module CalculateAeroForce 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutine CalculateAeroForce 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    ' The subroutine in this module calculates the aerodynamic forces acting on a 
    ' straight segment of the tether.  Four parameters are passed in as ByVal arguments: 
    '     SegLength = length of segment, in meters 
    '     AttackRad = angle of attack (positive), in radians 
    '     WindSpeed = wind speed, in miles per hour 
    '     AltitudeMeter = altitiude, in meters 
    ' Two variables are returned as ByRef arguments:  
    '     FaX = total aerodynamic force acting in the X-direction, in Newtons 
    '     FaY = total aerodynamic force acting in the Y-direction, in Newtons 
    ' The forces FaX and FaY include both the pressure forces and the viscous forces.   
    ' The formulae used to calculate these aerodynamic forces are taken directly from  
    ' the paper titled "The lift and drag acting on the tether of a high-altitude kite". 
 
    Public Sub CalculateAeroForce( _ 
        ByVal SegLength As Double, _ 
        ByVal AttackRad As Double, _ 
        ByVal WindSpeed As Double, _ 
        ByVal AltitudeMeter As Double, 
        ByRef FaX As Double, _ 
        ByRef FaY As Double) 
 
        Dim AttackDeg As Double     ' The angle of attack, converted to degrees 
        Dim AltitudeFeet As Double  ' The altitude, converted to feet 
        Dim Density As Double       ' The air density at the given altitude 
        Dim FxP90 As Double         ' The normalized X-direction pressure force 
        Dim FyP45 As Double         ' The normalized Y-direction pressure force 
        Dim FxV45 As Double         ' The normalized X-direction viscous force 
        Dim FyV45 As Double         ' The normalized Y-direction viscous force 
        Dim FxPpul As Double        ' The X-direction pressure force per unit length 
        Dim FyPpul As Double        ' The Y-direction pressure force per unit length 
        Dim FxVpul As Double        ' The X-direction viscous force per unit length 
        Dim FyVpul As Double        ' The Y-direction viscous force per unit length 
        Dim FxTpul As Double        ' The total force per unit length in the X-direction 
        Dim FyTpul As Double        ' The total force per unit length in the Y-direction 
 
        AttackDeg = AttackRad * 180 / Math.PI 
        AltitudeFeet = AltitudeMeter * 3.280839895 
 
        Density = 1.225 - (0.170769 * ((AltitudeFeet / 1000) ^ 0.666837)) 
 
        FxP90 = 0.0169641 * (Density ^ 0.929079) * ((WindSpeed / 10) ^ 1.850496) 
        FyP45 = -0.00643933 * (Density ^ 0.93605) * ((WindSpeed / 10) ^ 1.805303) 
        FxV45 = 0.00367443 * (Density ^ 0.721267) * ((WindSpeed / 10) ^ 1.550354) 
        FyV45 = 0.0003925 * (Density ^ 0.924719) * ((WindSpeed / 10) ^ 1.877294) 
 
        FxPpul = FxP90 * 1.00460461 * ((Math.Sin(0.94285845 * AttackRad)) ^ 2.43946308) 
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        Dim Term1 As Double 
        Dim Term2 As Double 
        Term1 = 0.20874801 * (AttackDeg ^ 0.42967504) * _ 
            ((Math.Sin(2 * AttackRad)) ^ 1.02886401) 
        Term2 = 0.52511775 * ((WindSpeed / 10) ^ 1.95246742) * _ 
            (Math.Sin(((0.00297139 * AttackDeg) - 0.3816076) * Math.PI / 180)) 
        FyPpul = FyP45 * (Term1 + Term2) 
 
        Dim Factor1 As Double 
        If (AttackDeg <= 45) Then 
            Factor1 = (45 - AttackDeg) / 100 
            Term1 = 0.62811681 * Factor1 
            Term2 = 4.19467347 * Factor1 * Factor1 
            FxVpul = FxV45 * (1 + Term1 - Term2) 
        Else 
            FxVpul = FxV45 
        End If 
 
        FyVpul = FyV45 * ( _ 
            0.00441516 * _ 
            (AttackDeg ^ 1.32802179) * _ 
            ((WindSpeed / 10) ^ 0.25102371) * _ 
            ((Math.Sin(1.99644532 * AttackRad)) ^ 1.3087313)) 
 
        FxTpul = FxPpul + FxVpul 
        FyTpul = FyPpul + FyVpul 
 
        FaX = SegLength * FxTpul 
        FaY = SegLength * FyTpul 
 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
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Module OneTraverse 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Module OneTraverse 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutine OneTraverse is the principal subroutine in this module 
    '// Subroutine CalculateGravForce 
    '// Subroutine InterpolateWindSpeed 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    ' The principal subroutine in this module uses the numerical procedure described in 
    ' the text to make one traverse down the tether, starting from the kite and 
    ' proceeding downwards until the slope of the tether reaches a given winch angle.   
 
    ' The estimated length of the tether is passed to this subroutine, which uses it  
    ' solely to calculate the length of the segments into which to divide the tether. 
    ' The subroutine will use as many such segments as are needed to reach the given 
    ' winch angle.  The number of segments actually used in the traverse is returned to 
    ' the calling routine as the ByRef argument Nresult.  The calling routine uses this 
    ' result to make a better guess for the tether's length for the next iteration. 
 
    ' The subroutine provides storage space for up to twice the number of segments 
    ' specified by the user.  If this turns out not to be enough to get down to the given 
    ' winch angle, then the subroutine will return with the return string set to "Need 
    ' more segments".  Even in that case, the subroutine will return the current values 
    ' of all the other variables.  
 
    ' The principal subroutine calls the subroutine CalculateAeroForce (located in the 
    ' module named CalculateAeroForce) when it needs to know the aerodynamic forces 
    ' acting on a particular segment.  In addition, the principal subroutine calls two 
    ' supporting subroutines which are included in this module.  They are: 
    ' 1.  "CalculateGravForce", which calculates and returns the weight of a particular 
    '     segment, and   
    ' 2.  "InterpolateWindSpeed", which interpolates the wind speed at the current 
    '     altitude from the WindProfile specified by the user. 
 
    ' Input variables: 
    '   H = starting guess for the kite's altitude, in meters 
    '   D = starting guess for the kite's downwind distance, in meters 
    '   S = starting guess for the tether's length, in meters 
    '   NumSegments = desired number of segments in which to divide the tether 
    '   WinchAttackRad = target angle of attack at the winch, in radians 
    '   Lift = vertical force the kite exerts on the tether, in Newtons 
    '   Drag = downwind force the kite exerts on the tether, in Newtons 
    '   Rho = lineal mass density of the tether, in kg per meter of length 
    '   g = gravitational acceleration, in m/s^2 
    '   WindProfile(5, 2) = wind speed vs. altitude profile specified by the user 
 
    ' Output variables, returned as ByRef arguments: 
    '   Nresult = number of segments actually used in the traverse 
    '   X(2 * NumSegments) = X co-ordinates of the hinges, in meters 
    '   Y(2 * NumSegments) = Y co-ordinates of the hinges, in meters 
    '   LamdaRad(2 * NumSegments) = average slopes of the segments, in radians 
    '   ThetaRad(2 * NumSegments) = tangent angles at the hinges, in radians 
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    '   T(2 * NumSegments) = Tension at the hinges, in Newtons 
    '   Hresult = altitude of the winch, in meters 
    '   Dresult = downwind distance of the winch, in meters 
 
    Public Sub OneTraverse( _ 
        ByVal H As Double, ByVal D As Double, ByVal S As Double, _ 
        ByVal NumSegments As Int32, ByVal WinchAttackRad As Double, _ 
        ByVal Lift As Double, ByVal Drag As Double, _ 
        ByVal Rho As Double, ByVal g As Double, _ 
        ByVal WindProfile(,) As Double, _ 
        ByRef X() As Double, ByRef Y() As Double, _ 
        ByRef LambdaRad() As Double, ByRef ThetaRad() As Double, _ 
        ByRef T() As Double, _ 
        ByRef Hresult As Double, ByRef Dresult As Double, _ 
        ByRef Nresult As Int32, _ 
        ByRef RetString As String) 
 
        Dim N As Int32 ' Temporary segment counter 
        Dim LenSegment As Double = S / NumSegments 
        Dim WindSpeed As Double 
        Dim Fg As Double 
        Dim FaX As Double 
        Dim FaY As Double 
        Dim HeaderString As String    ' Display string for the entire traverse 
        Dim IterationString As String ' Display string for a single segment 
 
        ' Initialize conditions at the top of the tether for Segment #1 
        X(1) = D 
        Y(1) = H 
        T(1) = Math.Sqrt((Lift * Lift) + (Drag * Drag)) 
        ThetaRad(1) = Math.Atan2(Lift, Drag) 
        N = 1 
        HeaderString = "Start a new traverse with:" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  H = " & FormatNumber(H, 2) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  D = " & FormatNumber(D, 2) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  S = " & FormatNumber(S, 2) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  LenSegment = " & FormatNumber(LenSegment, 4) & " m" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
        Form1.TextArea.Text = HeaderString 
        Form1.TextArea.Refresh() 
 
        ' Loop to traverse down the tether segment-by-segment 
        Do 
            ' Increment the index to get the index of the current segment 
            N = N + 1 
 
            ' Terminate if the number of indices exceeds 2 * NumSegments 
            If (N > (2 * NumSegments)) Then 
                Hresult = Y(2 * NumSegments) 
                Dresult = X(2 * NumSegments) 
                Nresult = 2 * NumSegments 
                RetString = "Need more segments" 
                Return 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
 
            ' Calculate the gravitational force on the segment 
            CalculateGravForce(LenSegment, Rho, g, Fg) 
            IterationString = "  Fg = " & FormatNumber(Fg, 6) & " N" 
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            ' Interpolate the wind speed at the current altitude. 
            ' Use the upper end Y() value as the altitude. 
            InterpolateWindSpeed(Y(N - 1), WindProfile, WindSpeed) 
            IterationString = IterationString & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Wind speed = " & FormatNumber(WindSpeed, 2) & " mph" 
 
            ' Calculate the aerodynamic forces on the segment. 
            ' Use the upper end Y() value as the altitude, and also ensure it is in the 
            '   range from 0 feet to 15,000 feet. 
            ' Use the upper end ThetaRad() value as the angle of attack, and ensure it 
            '   is in the range from 0 degrees to 90 degrees. 
            ' Use the WindSpeed as the wind speed, and ensure it is in the range from  
            '   10mph to 40mph. 
            CalculateAeroForce.CalculateAeroForce( _ 
                LenSegment, _ 
                Math.Max(0, Math.Min(Math.PI / 2, ThetaRad(N - 1))), _ 
                Math.Max(10, Math.Min(40, WindSpeed)), _ 
                Math.Max(0, Math.Min(15000 / 3.280839895, Y(N - 1))), _ 
                FaX, FaY) 
            IterationString = IterationString & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  FaX = " & FormatNumber(FaX, 6) & " N" & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  FaY = " & FormatNumber(FaY, 6) & " N" 
 
            ' Calculate angle ThetaRad(N) = ThetaLeft using Equation (5) 
            Dim Numerator As Double 
            Dim Denominator As Double 
            Dim SinThetaR As Double = Math.Sin(ThetaRad(N - 1)) 
            Dim CosThetaR As Double = Math.Cos(ThetaRad(N - 1)) 
            Numerator = FaY - Fg + (T(N - 1) * SinThetaR) 
            Denominator = FaX + (T(N - 1) * CosThetaR) 
            ThetaRad(N) = Math.Atan2(Numerator, Denominator) 
            IterationString = IterationString & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Numerator = " & Str(Numerator) & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Denominator = " & Str(Denominator) & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Theta = " & FormatNumber(ThetaRad(N) * 180 / Math.PI, 6) & " deg" 
 
            ' Calculate tension T(N) = TensionLeft using Equation (6) 
            Dim SinThetaL As Double = Math.Sin(ThetaRad(N)) 
            Dim CosThetaL As Double = Math.Cos(ThetaRad(N)) 
            T(N) = (Denominator * CosThetaL) + (Numerator * SinThetaL) 
            IterationString = IterationString & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Tension = " & FormatNumber(T(N), 6) & " N" 
 
            ' Calculate angle LambdaRad(N) using Equation (7)   
            Numerator = (T(N) * SinThetaL) + (T(N - 1) * SinThetaR) 
            Denominator = (T(N) * CosThetaL) + (T(N - 1) * CosThetaR) 
            LambdaRad(N) = Math.Atan(Numerator / Denominator) 
            IterationString = IterationString & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Numerator = " & Str(Numerator) & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Denominator = " & Str(Denominator) & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Lambda = " & FormatNumber(LambdaRad(N) * 180 / Math.PI, 6) & " deg" 
 
            ' Calculate X-Y co-ordinates of the hinge at the lower end 
            X(N) = X(N - 1) - (LenSegment * Math.Cos(LambdaRad(N))) 
            Y(N) = Y(N - 1) - (LenSegment * Math.Sin(LambdaRad(N))) 
            IterationString = IterationString & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  X(N) = " & FormatNumber(X(N), 2) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
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                "  Y(N) = " & FormatNumber(Y(N), 2) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  N = " & Trim(Str(N)) 
 
            ' Display the interim calculations if the flag ShowHide is True 
            If (Form1.ShowHide = True) Then 
                Form1.TextArea.Text = HeaderString & IterationString 
                Form1.TextArea.Refresh() 
            End If 
 
            ' Determine if the slope is less than the target angle of attack 
            If (LambdaRad(N) <= WinchAttackRad) Then 
                Exit Do 
            End If 
 
            ' Give other processes a chance to work 
            Application.DoEvents() 
        Loop 
        Hresult = Y(N) 
        Dresult = X(N) 
        Nresult = N 
        RetString = "SUCCESS" 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutine CalculateGravForce 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    ' This subroutine calculates the gravitational force acting on a segment with the 
    ' given length.  The positive value of the gravitational force is returned.  Rho is 
    ' the lineal denisty of the tether, in kilograms per meter of length.  The force is 
    ' returned in the ByRef argument Fg. 
 
    Public Sub CalculateGravForce( _ 
        ByVal SegLength As Double, _ 
        ByVal Rho As Double, _ 
        ByVal g As Double, _ 
        ByRef Fg As Double) 
        Fg = Rho * g * SegLength 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutine InterpolateWindSpeed 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    ' This subroutine calculates the wind speed at the given altitude.  It intepolates 
    ' between values in the WindSpeed profile specified by the user.  The input arguments 
    ' are: 
    '   AltitudeMeter = altitude, in meters 
    '   WindProfile(5, 2) = wind speed profile specified by the user 
    '     where WindProfile(*, 1) = altitude, in feet, and 
    '           WindProfile(*, 2) = corresponding wind speed, in miles per hour 
    ' The output variable, returned as a ByRef argument, is: 
    '   WindSpeed = wind speed, mph 
 
    Public Sub InterpolateWindSpeed( _ 
        ByVal AltitudeMeter As Double, 
        ByVal WindProfile(,) As Double, _ 
        ByRef WindSpeed As Double) 
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        Dim AltitudeFeet As Double = AltitudeMeter * 3.280839895 
        Dim IndexLow As Int32 = -1 
        ' Determine the indices above and below the current altitude 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To 4 Step 1 
            If ((AltitudeFeet >= WindProfile(I, 1)) And _ 
                (AltitudeFeet < WindProfile(I + 1, 1))) Then 
                IndexLow = I 
                Exit For 
            End If 
        Next I 
        ' For out-of-range altitudes use the nearest data point in the profile 
        If (IndexLow < 0) Then 
            If (AltitudeFeet <= WindProfile(1, 1)) Then 
                WindSpeed = WindProfile(1, 2) 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (AltitudeFeet >= WindProfile(5, 1)) Then 
                WindSpeed = WindProfile(5, 2) 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
        End If 
        ' Interpolate between data points 
        Dim AltitudeLow As Double = WindProfile(IndexLow, 1) 
        Dim AltitudeHigh As Double = WindProfile(IndexLow + 1, 1) 
        Dim SpeedLow As Double = WindProfile(IndexLow, 2) 
        Dim SpeedHigh As Double = WindProfile(IndexLow + 1, 2) 
        WindSpeed = SpeedLow + _ 
            (((AltitudeFeet - AltitudeLow) / (AltitudeHigh - AltitudeLow)) * _ 
             (SpeedHigh - SpeedLow)) 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
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Module OneConvergence 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Module OneConvergence 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutine OneConvergence 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    ' The subroutine in this module does the complete analysis for one "case", including 
    ' making the guesses needed to get the procedure started.  One "case" is the shape 
    ' of the tether for a given X-Y pair of kite forces.  This subroutine uses the wind 
    ' profile specified by the user. 
 
    ' The input parameter MaxWinchError is specified by the user.  It is the maximum 
    ' error, in meters, permitted between the calculated location of the lower end of  
    ' the tether and the origin (0, 0).  When the calculated location of the lower end 
    ' of the tether is within MaxWinchError meters of the origin, the procedure is 
    ' stopped. 
 
    ' Input parameters: 
    '   Lift = vertical force the kite exerts on the tether, Newtons 
    '   Drag = downwind force the kite exerts on the tether, Newtons 
    '   NumSegments = desired number of segments in the tether 
    '   WinchAttackDeg = target angle of attack at the winch, degrees 
    '   MaxWinchError = positional error at the winch, meters 
    '   Rho = lineal mass density of the tether, kg per meter of length 
    '   g = gravitational acceleration, kg/m^3 
    '   WindProfile(5, 2) = wind speed profile specified by the user 
 
    ' Variables returned as ByRef arguments: 
    '   X(NumSegments + 1) = X co-ordinates of the hinges, meters 
    '   Y(NumSegments + 1) = Y co-ordinates of the hinges, meters 
    '   LamdaRad(NumSegments) = average slopes of the segments, radians 
    '   ThetaRad(NumSegments + 1) = tangent angles at the hinges, radians 
    '   T(NumSegments + 1) = Tension at the hinges, Newtons 
    '   S = length of tether, meters 
    '   H = altitude of the kite, meters 
    '   D = downwind distance of the kite, meters 
    '   RetString = return message string, "SUCCESS" or error message 
 
    Public Sub OneConvergence( _ 
        ByVal Lift As Double, ByVal Drag As Double, _ 
        ByVal NumSegments As Int32, _ 
        ByVal WinchAttackDeg As Double, _ 
        ByVal MaxWinchError As Double, _ 
        ByVal Rho As Double, ByVal g As Double, _ 
        ByVal WindProfile(,) As Double, _ 
        ByRef X() As Double, ByRef Y() As Double, _ 
        ByRef LambdaRad() As Double, ByRef ThetaRad() As Double, _ 
        ByRef T() As Double, _ 
        ByRef S As Double, _ 
        ByRef H As Double, ByRef D As Double, _ 
        ByRef RetString As String) 
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        Dim Scurrent As Double      ' Current guesses 
        Dim Hcurrent As Double 
        Dim Dcurrent As Double 
        Dim Hlower As Double        ' Conditions at lower end after one traverse 
        Dim Dlower As Double 
        Dim Nlower As Int32 
        Dim WinchAttackRad As Double = WinchAttackDeg * Math.PI / 180 
 
        ' Make arbitrary starting guesses 
        Hcurrent = 3000 
        Dcurrent = 3000 
        Scurrent = 5000 
 
        ' Make one traverse of the tether using the starting guesses 
        OneTraverse.OneTraverse( _ 
            Hcurrent, Dcurrent, Scurrent, _ 
            NumSegments, WinchAttackRad, _ 
            Lift, Drag, _ 
            Rho, g, WindProfile, _ 
            X, Y, LambdaRad, ThetaRad, T, Hlower, _ 
            Dlower, Nlower, RetString) 
 
        ' Main loop 
        Do 
            ' Check for convergence 
            Dim RadialErrorAtWinch As Double 
            RadialErrorAtWinch = Math.Sqrt((Hlower * Hlower) + (Dlower * Dlower)) 
            If (RadialErrorAtWinch < MaxWinchError) Then 
                S = Scurrent 
                H = Hcurrent 
                D = Dcurrent 
                RetString = "SUCCESS" 
                Form1.TextArea.Text = Form1.TextArea.Text & _ 
                    vbCrLf & vbCrLf & "Converged." 
                Return 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
 
            ' If more segments are needed, double the length of the tether 
            ' Otherwise, overcorrect the displacement error by 20% 
            If (RetString = "Need more segments") Then 
                Scurrent = 2 * Scurrent 
                Hcurrent = Hcurrent - Hlower 
                Dcurrent = Dcurrent - Dlower 
            Else 
                Scurrent = Scurrent * ((Nlower - 1) / NumSegments) 
                Hcurrent = Hcurrent - (1.2 * Hlower) 
                Dcurrent = Dcurrent - (1.2 * Dlower) 
            End If 
 
            ' Make one traverse of the tether using the revised guesses 
            OneTraverse.OneTraverse( _ 
                Hcurrent, Dcurrent, Scurrent, _ 
                NumSegments, WinchAttackRad, _ 
                Lift, Drag, _ 
                Rho, g, WindProfile, _ 
                X, Y, LambdaRad, ThetaRad, T, _ 
                Hlower, Dlower, Nlower, RetString) 
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        Loop 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
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Form1 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
' Calculates the shape of a tether 
 
Public Class Form1 
    Inherits System.Windows.Forms.Form 
 
    Public Sub New() 
        InitializeComponent() 
        With Me 
            Name = "" 
            Text = "Shape of a tether" 
            FormBorderStyle = Windows.Forms.FormBorderStyle.FixedSingle 
            Size = New Drawing.Size(1024, 740) 
            CenterToScreen() 
            Visible = True 
            Controls.Add(labelStartingForce) : labelStartingForce.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbStartingForce) : tbStartingForce.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelEndingForce) : labelEndingForce.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbEndingForce) : tbEndingForce.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelNumForcePoints) : labelNumForcePoints.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbNumForcePoints) : tbNumForcePoints.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelStartingLD) : labelStartingLD.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbStartingLD) : tbStartingLD.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelEndingLD) : labelEndingLD.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbEndingLD) : tbEndingLD.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelNumLDPoints) : labelNumLDPoints.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbNumLDPoints) : tbNumLDPoints.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelStartingWind) : labelStartingWind.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbStartingWind) : tbStartingWind.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelEndingWind) : labelEndingWind.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbEndingWind) : tbEndingWind.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelNumWindPoints) : labelNumWindPoints.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbNumWindPoints) : tbNumWindPoints.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWindProfile) : labelWindProfile.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP1Speed) : tbWP1Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWP1Speed) : labelWP1Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP1Altitude) : tbWP1Altitude.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWP1Altitude) : labelWP1Altitude.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP2Speed) : tbWP2Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWP2Speed) : labelWP2Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP2Altitude) : tbWP2Altitude.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWP2Altitude) : labelWP2Altitude.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP3Speed) : tbWP3Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWP3Speed) : labelWP3Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP3Altitude) : tbWP3Altitude.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWP3Altitude) : labelWP3Altitude.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP4Speed) : tbWP4Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWP4Speed) : labelWP4Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP4Altitude) : tbWP4Altitude.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWP4Altitude) : labelWP4Altitude.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP5Speed) : tbWP5Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelWP5Speed) : labelWP5Speed.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(tbWP5Altitude) : tbWP5Altitude.BringToFront() 
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            Controls.Add(labelWP5Altitude) : labelWP5Altitude.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(buttonCalculate) : buttonCalculate.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(buttonRigidBodyAnalysis) : buttonRigidBodyAnalysis.SendToBack() 
            Controls.Add(buttonExit) : buttonExit.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(TextArea) : TextArea.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(buttonHideShow) : buttonHideShow.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(PlotArea) : PlotArea.BringToFront() 
            PerformLayout() 
        End With 
        InitializeWindProfile() 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////// 
    '// Simulation control // 
    '//////////////////////// 
    Public NumCases As Int32                    ' Number of tethers examined (calculated) 
    Public NumSegments As Int32 = 10000         ' Number of segments in tether 
    Public StartingForce As Double = 200        ' First Force to consider, Newtons 
    Public EndingForce As Double = 200          ' Last Force to consider, Newtons 
    Public NumForcePoints As Int32 = 1          ' Number of Forces to consider 
    Public StartingLD As Double = 2             ' First L/D to consider, degrees 
    Public EndingLD As Double = 2               ' Last L/D to consider, degrees 
    Public NumLDPoints As Int32 = 1             ' Number of L/D's to consider 
    Public StartingWind As Double = 30          ' First Wind speed to consider, mph 
    Public EndingWind As Double = 30            ' Last Wind speed to consider, mph 
    Public NumWindPoints As Int32 = -1          ' Number of Wind speeds to consider 
    '                                           ' If NumWindPoints < 0, use WindProfile 
    Public Lift As Double                       ' Lift for a particular case, Newtons 
    Public Drag As Double                       ' Drag for a particular case, Newtons 
    Public WinchAttackDeg As Double = 0        ' Angle of attack at the winch 
    Public H As Double                          ' Altitude of kite, meters 
    Public D As Double                          ' Downrange distance of kite, meters 
 
    '/////////////// 
    '// Constants // 
    '/////////////// 
    Public Rho As Double = 0.00152916           ' Mass density of tether, kg per meter, 
    '                                           ' equal to 8.213 ounces / 500 feet 
    Public g As Double = 9.80665                ' Gravitational acceleration, m/s^2 
    Public WindProfile(5, 2) As Double          ' Wind profile, mph vs altitude 
    Public ShowHide As Boolean = True           ' Flag to show/hide calculations   
 
    '////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutine arguments // 
    '////////////////////////// 
    Public S As Double                          ' Length of tether, meters 
    Public DeltaS As Double                     ' Length of a segment, meters 
    Public MaxWinchError As Double = 0.1        ' Convergence criterion, meters 
    Public Fg As Double                         ' Weight of one segment, Newtons 
    Public Fax As Double                        ' Aero X-force on one segment, Newtons 
    Public Fay As Double                        ' Aero Y-force on one segment, Newtons 
    Public FL As Double                         ' Tension towards left on one segment, N 
    Public FR As Double                         ' Tension towards right on one segment, N 
    Public X(2 * NumSegments) As Double         ' X co-ordinate of hinges, meters 
    Public Y(2 * NumSegments) As Double         ' Y co-ordinate of hinges, meters 
    Public LambdaRad(2 * NumSegments) As Double ' Average slope of segments, radians 
    Public ThetaRad(2 * NumSegments) As Double  ' End-point angles of segments, radians 
    Public Tension(2 * NumSegments) As Double   ' Tension at hinges, Newtons 
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    Public HGuess As Double                     ' Guess for altitude H 
    Public SGuess As Double                     ' Guess for tether length S 
 
    '///////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Plot arrays for up to 20 curves // 
    '///////////////////////////////////// 
    Public PlotX(20, NumSegments + 1) As Double ' X-co-ordinates to plot 
    Public PlotY(20, NumSegments + 1) As Double ' Y-co-ordinates to plot 
    Public PlotF(20) As Double                  ' Force magnitudes to plot 
    Public PlotLD(20) As Double                 ' L/D ratios to plot 
 
    '///////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Arrays for rigid body analysis and confirmation // 
    '///////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    Public RigidBodyX(20, NumSegments + 1) As Double     ' X-co-ordinates of hinges, m 
    Public RigidBodyY(20, NumSegments + 1) As Double     ' Y-co-ordinates to hinges, m 
    Public RigidBodyT(20, NumSegments + 1) As Double     ' Tension at hinges, Newtons 
    Public RigidBodyTheta(20, NumSegments + 1) As Double ' Slopes at hinges, radians 
    Public RigidBodyLambda(20, NumSegments) As Double    ' Segment slopes, radians 
    Public RigidBodyKiteF(20) As Double                  ' Kite force, Newtons 
    Public RigidBodyKiteLD(20) As Double                 ' Kite L/D ratio 
    Public RigidBodyS(20) As Double                      ' Tether length, meters 
 
    '/////////////////////// 
    '// Initialize Values // 
    '/////////////////////// 
    Public Sub InitializeWindProfile() 
        WindProfile(1, 1) = 0 
        WindProfile(1, 2) = 30 
        WindProfile(2, 1) = 5000 
        WindProfile(2, 2) = 30 
        WindProfile(3, 1) = 10000 
        WindProfile(3, 2) = 30 
        WindProfile(4, 1) = 15000 
        WindProfile(4, 2) = 30 
        WindProfile(5, 1) = 20000 
        WindProfile(5, 2) = 30 
        WriteTextboxes() 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Controls 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    Public labelStartingForce As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(135, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 5), _ 
         .Text = "Start of range of Forces (N)", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbStartingForce As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(50, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(140, 5), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelEndingForce As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(135, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 25), _ 
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         .Text = "End of range of Forces (N)", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbEndingForce As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(50, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(140, 25), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelNumForcePoints As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(160, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 45), _ 
         .Text = "Number of points in Force range", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbNumForcePoints As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(25, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(165, 45), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelStartingLD As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(135, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 65), _ 
         .Text = "Start of range of L/D's", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbStartingLD As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(50, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(140, 65), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelEndingLD As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(135, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 85), _ 
         .Text = "End of range of L/D's", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbEndingLD As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(50, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(140, 85), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelNumLDPoints As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(160, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 105), _ 
         .Text = "Number of points in L/D range", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbNumLDPoints As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(25, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(165, 105), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelStartingWind As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(135, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 125), _ 
         .Text = "Start of range of Winds", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
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    Public tbStartingWind As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(50, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(140, 125), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelEndingWind As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(135, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 145), _ 
         .Text = "End of range of Winds", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbEndingWind As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(50, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(140, 145), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelNumWindPoints As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(160, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 165), _ 
         .Text = "Number of points in Wind range", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbNumWindPoints As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(25, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(165, 165), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWindProfile As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(75, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 190), _ 
         .Text = "Wind profile:", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP1Speed As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(15, 210), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWP1Speed As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(60, 210), _ 
         .Text = "mph at", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP1Altitude As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(105, 210), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWP1Altitude As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(150, 210), _ 
         .Text = "feet", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP2Speed As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(15, 230), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWP2Speed As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
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        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(60, 230), _ 
         .Text = "mph at", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP2Altitude As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(105, 230), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWP2Altitude As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(150, 230), _ 
         .Text = "feet", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP3Speed As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(15, 250), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWP3Speed As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(60, 250), _ 
         .Text = "mph at", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP3Altitude As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(105, 250), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWP3Altitude As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(150, 250), _ 
         .Text = "feet", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP4Speed As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(15, 270), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWP4Speed As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(60, 270), _ 
         .Text = "mph at", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP4Altitude As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(105, 270), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWP4Altitude As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(150, 270), _ 
         .Text = "feet", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP5Speed As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(15, 290), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
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    Public labelWP5Speed As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(60, 290), _ 
         .Text = "mph at", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public tbWP5Altitude As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(105, 290), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left} 
 
    Public labelWP5Altitude As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(40, 20), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(150, 290), _ 
         .Text = "feet", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonCalculate As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(185, 30), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 310), _ 
         .Text = "Calculate", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
         .Visible = True} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonRigidBodyAnalysis As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(185, 30), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 310), _ 
         .Text = "Rigid body analysis", _ 
         .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
         .Visible = False} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonExit As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(185, 30), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 340), _ 
         .Text = "Exit", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter} 
 
    Public TextArea As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(185, 325), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 375), _ 
        .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.TopLeft, _ 
        .BorderStyle = BorderStyle.FixedSingle} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonHideShow As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(50, 25), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(140, 375), _ 
        .Text = "Hide", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
        .Visible = False} 
 
    Public PlotArea As New Windows.Forms.Panel With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(820, 695), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(195, 5), _ 
        .BorderStyle = BorderStyle.FixedSingle} 
 
    Public DisplayBitmap As New Bitmap(820, 695) 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Handlers 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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    Public Sub buttonCalculate_Click() Handles buttonCalculate.MouseClick 
        Dim RetString As String = "" 
        Dim MsgString As String 
        Dim CaseDescription As String = "" 
 
        NumCases = 0 
        ' Read the input data 
        ReadTextboxes() 
        ' Control the display of the intermediate calculations 
        buttonHideShow.Visible = True 
        buttonHideShow.Text = "Hide" 
        ShowHide = True 
 
        ' Determine whether to use a range of wind speeds or the WindProfile 
        Dim NumberOfWindCases As Int32 
        If (NumWindPoints < 0) Then 
            NumberOfWindCases = 1 
        Else 
            NumberOfWindCases = NumWindPoints 
        End If 
 
        ' Main loop to process the cases 
        For WindIndex As Int32 = 1 To NumberOfWindCases Step 1 
            For ForceIndex As Int32 = 1 To NumForcePoints Step 1 
                For LDIndex As Int32 = 1 To NumLDPoints Step 1 
                    NumCases = NumCases + 1 
 
                    ' If using a range of winds, then set the WindProfile to constants 
                    Dim TempWind As Double 
                    If (NumWindPoints >= 1) Then 
                        TempWind = StartingWind + _ 
                            ((WindIndex - 1) * (EndingWind - StartingWind) / _ 
                             (NumWindPoints - 1)) 
                        For Itable As Int32 = 1 To 5 Step 1 
                            WindProfile(Itable, 1) = (Itable - 1) * 5000 
                            WindProfile(Itable, 2) = TempWind 
                        Next Itable 
                    End If 
 
                    ' Calculate the Lift and Drag for this case 
                    Dim TempForce As Double 
                    Dim TempLD As Double 
                    If (NumForcePoints = 1) Then 
                        TempForce = StartingForce 
                    Else 
                        TempForce = StartingForce + _ 
                            ((ForceIndex - 1) * (EndingForce - StartingForce) / _ 
                             (NumForcePoints - 1)) 
                    End If 
                    If (NumLDPoints = 1) Then 
                        TempLD = StartingLD 
                    Else 
                        TempLD = StartingLD + _ 
                            ((LDIndex - 1) * (EndingLD - StartingLD) / _ 
                             (NumLDPoints - 1)) 
                    End If 
                    Lift = TempForce * TempLD / Math.Sqrt(1 + (TempLD * TempLD)) 
                    Drag = TempForce / Math.Sqrt(1 + (TempLD * TempLD)) 
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                    ' Record the case description 
                    CaseDescription = CaseDescription & _ 
                        "Case #" & Trim(Str(NumCases)) & ":  " & _ 
                        " Kite force = " & FormatNumber(TempForce, 2) & " N  " & _ 
                        " Kite L/D = " & FormatNumber(TempLD, 2) & "  " 
                    If (NumWindPoints < 0) Then 
                        CaseDescription = CaseDescription & _ 
                            "Using given WindProfile" & vbCrLf 
                    Else 
                        CaseDescription = CaseDescription & _ 
                            "Wind speed = " & FormatNumber(TempWind, 2) & " mph" & vbCrLf 
                    End If 
 
                    ' Calculate the shape of the tether 
                    OneConvergence.OneConvergence( _ 
                        Lift, Drag, NumSegments, WinchAttackDeg, _ 
                        MaxWinchError, Rho, g, WindProfile, _ 
                        X, Y, LambdaRad, ThetaRad, Tension, _ 
                        S, H, D, RetString) 
 
                    ' Display the results 
                    MsgString = _ 
                        "Case #" & Trim(Str(NumCases)) & " is finished." & vbCrLf & _ 
                        "  Lift = " & FormatNumber(Lift, 2) & " N" & vbCrLf & _ 
                        "  Drag = " & FormatNumber(Drag, 2) & " N" & vbCrLf & _ 
                        "  S = " & FormatNumber(S, 2) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
                        "  H = " & FormatNumber(H, 2) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
                        "  D = " & FormatNumber(D, 2) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
                        "  Tkite = " & FormatNumber(Tension(1), 2) & " N" & vbCrLf & _ 
                        "  Twinch = " & FormatNumber(Tension(NumSegments + 1), 2) & " N" 
                    TextArea.Text = MsgString 
                    TextArea.Refresh() 
 
                    ' Save the results for subsequent plotting 
                    For I As Int32 = 1 To (NumSegments + 1) Step 1 
                        PlotX(NumCases, I) = X(I) 
                        PlotY(NumCases, I) = Y(I) 
                    Next I 
                    PlotF(NumCases) = TempForce 
                    PlotLD(NumCases) = TempLD 
 
                    ' Save the results for subsequent rigid body analysis 
                    For I As Int32 = 1 To (NumSegments + 1) Step 1 
                        RigidBodyX(NumCases, I) = X(I) 
                        RigidBodyY(NumCases, I) = Y(I) 
                        RigidBodyT(NumCases, I) = Tension(I) 
                        RigidBodyTheta(NumCases, I) = ThetaRad(I) 
                    Next I 
                    For I As Int32 = 1 To NumSegments Step 1 
                        RigidBodyLambda(NumCases, I) = LambdaRad(I) 
                    Next I 
                    RigidBodyKiteF(NumCases) = TempForce 
                    RigidBodyKiteLD(NumCases) = TempLD 
                    RigidBodyS(NumCases) = S 
                Next LDIndex 
            Next ForceIndex 
        Next WindIndex 
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        ' Plot the results 
        ' Part A: Clear the graphics 
        Dim w As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(DisplayBitmap) 
        w.Clear(Control.DefaultBackColor) 
        w.Dispose() 
        PlotArea.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap 
        PlotArea.Refresh() 
        ' Part B: Paint the Bitmap 
        Dim e As System.EventArgs 
        RenderTethers.RenderTethers( _ 
            PlotArea, e, DisplayBitmap, _ 
            NumCases, NumSegments, PlotX, PlotY, PlotF, PlotLD) 
        ' Part C: Display the Bitmap 
        PlotArea.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap 
        PlotArea.Refresh() 
        MsgBox(CaseDescription) 
 
        ' Invite the user to do a rigid body analysis, but only if all the 
        ' cases use the same WindProfile 
        If (NumWindPoints < 0) Then 
            buttonCalculate.Visible = False 
            buttonCalculate.SendToBack() 
            buttonRigidBodyAnalysis.Visible = True 
            buttonRigidBodyAnalysis.BringToFront() 
            Me.Refresh() 
        End If 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub buttonHideShow_Click() Handles buttonHideShow.MouseClick 
        If (ShowHide = True) Then 
            ShowHide = False 
            buttonHideShow.Text = "Show" 
        Else 
            ShowHide = True 
            buttonHideShow.Text = "Hide" 
        End If 
        buttonHideShow.Refresh() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub buttonRigidBodyAnalysis_Click() Handles buttonRigidBodyAnalysis.MouseClick 
        Dim RetString As String 
        VerifyAsRigidBody.VerifyAsRigidBody( _ 
            NumCases, NumSegments, _ 
            RigidBodyX, RigidBodyY, RigidBodyT, _ 
            RigidBodyTheta, RigidBodyLambda, _ 
            RigidBodyS, RigidBodyKiteF, RigidBodyKiteLD, _ 
            Rho, g, WindProfile, RetString) 
        MsgBox(RetString) 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub buttonExit_Click() Handles buttonExit.MouseClick 
        Application.Exit() 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Display control 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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    Public Sub ReadTextboxes() 
        StartingForce = Val(tbStartingForce.Text) 
        EndingForce = Val(tbEndingForce.Text) 
        NumForcePoints = CInt(Val(tbNumForcePoints.Text)) 
        StartingLD = Val(tbStartingLD.Text) 
        EndingLD = Val(tbEndingLD.Text) 
        NumLDPoints = CInt(Val(tbNumLDPoints.Text)) 
        StartingWind = Val(tbStartingWind.Text) 
        EndingWind = Val(tbEndingWind.Text) 
        NumWindPoints = CInt(Val(tbNumWindPoints.Text)) 
        WindProfile(1, 1) = Val(tbWP1Altitude.Text) 
        WindProfile(1, 2) = Val(tbWP1Speed.Text) 
        WindProfile(2, 1) = Val(tbWP2Altitude.Text) 
        WindProfile(2, 2) = Val(tbWP2Speed.Text) 
        WindProfile(3, 1) = Val(tbWP3Altitude.Text) 
        WindProfile(3, 2) = Val(tbWP3Speed.Text) 
        WindProfile(4, 1) = Val(tbWP4Altitude.Text) 
        WindProfile(4, 2) = Val(tbWP4Speed.Text) 
        WindProfile(5, 1) = Val(tbWP5Altitude.Text) 
        WindProfile(5, 2) = Val(tbWP5Speed.Text) 
 
        ' Validate and order the range of Forces 
        If (StartingForce < 0) Then StartingForce = -StartingForce 
        If (EndingForce < 0) Then EndingForce = -EndingForce 
        If (EndingForce = 0) Then EndingForce = StartingForce 
        If (EndingForce = StartingForce) Then NumForcePoints = 1 
        If (EndingForce < StartingForce) Then 
            Dim Temp = StartingForce 
            StartingForce = EndingForce 
            EndingForce = Temp 
        End If 
        ' Validate and order the range of drags 
        If (StartingLD < 0) Then StartingLD = -StartingLD 
        If (EndingLD < 0) Then EndingLD = -EndingLD 
        If (EndingLD = 0) Then EndingLD = StartingLD 
        If (EndingLD = StartingLD) Then NumLDPoints = 1 
        If (EndingLD < StartingLD) Then 
            Dim Temp = StartingLD 
            StartingLD = EndingLD 
            EndingLD = Temp 
        End If 
        ' Validate and order the range of Wind speeds 
        If (StartingWind < 10) Then StartingWind = 10 
        If (StartingWind > 40) Then StartingWind = 40 
        If (EndingWind < 10) Then EndingWind = StartingWind 
        If (EndingWind > 40) Then EndingWind = 40 
        If (EndingWind < StartingWind) Then 
            Dim Temp = StartingWind 
            StartingWind = EndingWind 
            EndingWind = Temp 
        End If 
        ' Validate the WindProfile 
        WindProfile(1, 1) = 0 
        For I As Int32 = 2 To 5 Step 1 
            If (WindProfile(I, 1) <= WindProfile(I - 1, 1)) Then 
                MsgBox("The altitudes in the wind profile are not monotonic.") 
                Exit Sub 
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            End If 
        Next I 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To 5 Step 1 
            If (WindProfile(I, 2) < 10) Then 
                MsgBox("No aerodynamic data for wind speeds under 10 mph.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (WindProfile(I, 2) > 40) Then 
                MsgBox("No aerodynamic data for wind speeds greater than 40 mph.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
        Next I 
        ' Refresh the display 
        WriteTextboxes() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub WriteTextboxes() 
        tbStartingForce.Text = Trim(Str(StartingForce)) 
        tbEndingForce.Text = Trim(Str(EndingForce)) 
        tbNumForcePoints.Text = Trim(Str(NumForcePoints)) 
        tbStartingLD.Text = Trim(Str(StartingLD)) 
        tbEndingLD.Text = Trim(Str(EndingLD)) 
        tbNumLDPoints.Text = Trim(Str(NumLDPoints)) 
        tbStartingWind.Text = Trim(Str(StartingWind)) 
        tbEndingWind.Text = Trim(Str(EndingWind)) 
        tbNumWindPoints.Text = Trim(Str(NumWindPoints)) 
        tbWP1Altitude.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(1, 1))) 
        tbWP1Speed.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(1, 2))) 
        tbWP2Altitude.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(2, 1))) 
        tbWP2Speed.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(2, 2))) 
        tbWP3Altitude.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(3, 1))) 
        tbWP3Speed.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(3, 2))) 
        tbWP4Altitude.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(4, 1))) 
        tbWP4Speed.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(4, 2))) 
        tbWP5Altitude.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(5, 1))) 
        tbWP5Speed.Text = Trim(Str(WindProfile(5, 2))) 
        Me.Refresh() 
    End Sub 
 
End Class 
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Module RenderTethers 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Module RenderTethers 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutine RenderTethers 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    ' The subroutine in this module draws the shapes of up to 20 tethers.  The X-Y 
    ' co-ordinates of the NumSegments + 1 hinges on each shape are received in meters, 
    ' but the plot is drawn in feet.  Major gridlines are drawn for every 1,000 feet of 
    ' altitude and every 1,000 feet of downrange distance.  The kite forces for each 
    ' shape are also drawn.  The kite forces are scaled so that the force with the 
    ' greatest magnitude, from among all the forces to be plotted, has the same plotted 
    ' length as 1,000 in distance. 
 
    ' This subroutine does not clear the display. 
 
    ' The input variables are: 
    '    NumCurves = the number of tether shapes to plot 
    '    NumSegments = the number of segments in each shape 
    '    X(p, q) = X-co-ordinate of hinge #q on shape #p, meters 
    '    Y(p, q) = Y-co-ordinate of hinge #q on shape #p, meters 
    '    KiteTension(p) = Force on tether at upper end for shape #p, Newtons 
    '    KiteLD(p) = Lift-to-drag ratio of force at upper end for shape #p 
    '    DisplayBitmap = bitmap into which the shapes are drawn 
 
    ' The output variable is: 
    '    DisplayBitmap = bitmap into which the shapes are drawn 
 
    Public Sub RenderTethers( _ 
        ByVal sender As System.Object, _ 
        ByVal e As System.EventArgs, _ 
        ByRef DisplayBitmap As Bitmap, _ 
        ByVal NumCurves As Int32, _ 
        ByVal NumSegments As Int32, _ 
        ByVal X(,) As Double, ByVal Y(,) As Double, _ 
        ByVal KiteTension() As Double, ByVal KiteLD() As Double) 
 
        ' Convert tether co-ordinates from meters to feet 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCurves Step 1 
            For J As Int32 = 1 To (NumSegments + 1) Step 1 
                X(I, J) = X(I, J) * 3.280839895 
                Y(I, J) = Y(I, J) * 3.280839895 
            Next J 
        Next I 
 
        ' Scale and convert KiteTensions to 1,000 feet 
        Dim MaxTension As Double = -1.0E+20 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCurves Step 1 
            If (KiteTension(I) > MaxTension) Then 
                MaxTension = KiteTension(I) 
            End If 
        Next I 
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        For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCurves Step 1 
            KiteTension(I) = KiteTension(I) * 1000 / MaxTension 
        Next I 
 
        ' Find the maximum X and Y co-ordinates.  We will assume that the minimum X 
        ' and Y co-ordinates are zero. 
        Dim MaxX As Double = -1.0E+20 
        Dim MaxY As Double = -1.0E+20 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCurves Step 1 
            If (X(I, 1) > MaxX) Then MaxX = X(I, 1) 
            If (Y(I, 1) > MaxY) Then MaxY = Y(I, 1) 
        Next I 
 
        ' Add 1,000 feet to the maximum X and Y co-ordinates to allow the kite forces 
        ' to be added at the upper ends.  Then, round each maximum up to the next even 
        ' 1,000 feet. 
        MaxX = MaxX + 1000 
        MaxY = MaxY + 1000 
        MaxX = 1000 * Math.Ceiling(MaxX / 1000) 
        MaxY = 1000 * Math.Ceiling(MaxY / 1000) 
 
        ' Calculate the scaling factor, in pixels per feet, to apply.  To calculate 
        ' this, we need to take into account the height and width of the bitmap as 
        ' well as the maximum X and Y values.  Leave a 1% margin all around the display. 
        Dim HorAvailPxls As Single = DisplayBitmap.Width 
        Dim VerAvailPxls As Single = DisplayBitmap.Height 
        Dim DeltaXFeet As Single = CSng(MaxX * 1.02) 
        Dim DeltaYFeet As Single = CSng(MaxY * 1.02) 
        Dim SFPixelsPerFoot As Single 
        If ((HorAvailPxls / DeltaXFeet) < (VerAvailPxls / DeltaYFeet)) Then 
            SFPixelsPerFoot = HorAvailPxls / DeltaXFeet 
        Else 
            SFPixelsPerFoot = VerAvailPxls / DeltaYFeet 
        End If 
 
        ' Express the location and dimensions of the bitmap in feet 
        Dim bmLeftInFeet As Single = CSng(-0.01 * MaxX) 
        Dim bmTopInFeet As Single = CSng(1.01 * MaxY) 
        Dim bmWidthInFeet As Single = DeltaXFeet 
        Dim bmHeightInFeet As Single = DeltaYFeet 
 
        ' Define the graphics tools 
        Dim g As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(DisplayBitmap) 
        Dim LightBlackPen As New Drawing.Pen(Color.Black, 1) 
        Dim HeavyBlackPen As New Drawing.Pen(Color.Black, 3) 
        Dim RedPen As New Drawing.Pen(Color.Red, 3) 
        Dim StartX As Single 
        Dim StartY As Single 
        Dim StopX As Single 
        Dim StopY As Single 
 
        ' Draw the vertical gridlines 
        For I As Int32 = 0 To CInt(MaxX / 1000) Step 1 
            StartX = CSng(((I * 1000) - bmLeftInFeet) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            StopX = StartX 
            StartY = CSng(bmTopInFeet * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            StopY = CSng((bmTopInFeet - MaxY) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            g.DrawLine(LightBlackPen, StartX, StartY, StopX, StopY) 
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        Next I 
 
        ' Draw the horizontal gridlines 
        For I As Int32 = 0 To CInt(MaxY / 1000) Step 1 
            StartY = CSng((bmTopInFeet - (I * 1000)) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            StopY = StartY 
            StartX = CSng(-bmLeftInFeet * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            StopX = CSng((MaxX - bmLeftInFeet) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            g.DrawLine(LightBlackPen, StartX, StartY, StopX, StopY) 
        Next I 
 
        ' Draw the curves one-by-one 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCurves Step 1 
            ' Draw the segments one-by-one starting from the top end 
            For J As Int32 = 1 To NumSegments Step 1 
                StartX = CSng((X(I, J) - bmLeftInFeet) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
                StartY = CSng((bmTopInFeet - Y(I, J)) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
                StopX = CSng((X(I, J + 1) - bmLeftInFeet) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
                StopY = CSng((bmTopInFeet - Y(I, J + 1)) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
                g.DrawLine(HeavyBlackPen, StartX, StartY, StopX, StopY) 
 
                'If (J = 1) Then 
                '    MsgBox("For J=1 when plotting the tether" & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "SFPixelsPerFoot = " & Str(SFPixelsPerFoot) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "bmTopInFeet = " & Str(bmTopInFeet) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "bmLeftInFeet = " & Str(bmLeftInFeet) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "X(Curve, 1) = " & Str(X(I, J)) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "Y(Curve, 1) = " & Str(Y(I, J)) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "X(Curve, 2) = " & Str(X(I, J + 1)) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "Y(Curve, 2) = " & Str(Y(I, J + 1)) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "StartX = " & Str(StartX) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "StartY = " & Str(StartY) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "StopX = " & Str(StopX) & vbCrLf & _ 
                '           "StopY = " & Str(StopY)) 
                'End If 
 
            Next J 
        Next I 
 
        ' Draw the forces one-by-one 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To NumCurves Step 1 
            Dim ForceX As Double 
            Dim ForceY As Double 
            ForceX = KiteTension(I) / Math.Sqrt(1 + (KiteLD(I) * KiteLD(I))) 
            ForceY = KiteTension(I) * KiteLD(I) / Math.Sqrt(1 + (KiteLD(I) * KiteLD(I))) 
            StartX = CSng((X(I, 1) - bmLeftInFeet) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            StartY = CSng((bmTopInFeet - Y(I, 1)) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            StopX = CSng((X(I, 1) + ForceX - bmLeftInFeet) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            StopY = CSng((bmTopInFeet - Y(I, 1) - ForceY) * SFPixelsPerFoot) 
            g.DrawLine(RedPen, StartX, StartY, StopX, StopY) 
 
            'MsgBox("For Force when plotting the tether" & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "KiteLD = " & Str(KiteLD(I)) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "KiteTension = " & Str(KiteTension(I)) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "ForceX = " & Str(ForceX) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "ForceY = " & Str(ForceY) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "SFPixelsPerFoot = " & Str(SFPixelsPerFoot) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "bmTopInFeet = " & Str(bmTopInFeet) & vbCrLf & _ 
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            '       "bmLeftInFeet = " & Str(bmLeftInFeet) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "X(Curve, 1) = " & Str(X(I, 1)) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "Y(Curve, 1) = " & Str(Y(I, 1)) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "StartX = " & Str(StartX) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "StartY = " & Str(StartY) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "StopX = " & Str(StopX) & vbCrLf & _ 
            '       "StopY = " & Str(StopY)) 
 
        Next I 
 
        ' Dispose of the graphics tool 
        g.Dispose() 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
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Module VerifyAsRigidBody 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Module VerifyAsRigidBody 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutine VerifyAsRigidBody 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    ' The subroutine in this module verifies the consistency of the shape by adding up 
    ' the forces acting on the tether as if it was a rigid body.  This subroutine  
    ' repeats the traverse, starting at the kite and proceeding downwards.  It 
    ' recalculates the forces as it goes.  This time, the calculations can be done with 
    ' a little more accuracy, because the slope of each segment and the location of its 
    ' midpoint are (supposedly) known.  The altitude of the midpoint is used in both 
    ' the interpolation of the WindProfile and the calculation of the aerodynamic forces. 
    ' The slope of the segment, as determined from the co-ordinates of its end-points,  
    ' is used as the angle of attack in the calculation of the aerodynamic forces. 
    ' As it proceeds, the subroutine keeps a running total of the EXTERNAL forces in the 
    ' X- and Y-directions.  It does not include the inter-segment tension forces in the 
    ' running totals.  When finished the traverse, it reconciles the completed totals 
    ' with the kite forces and the forces acting on the winch.  The results are returned 
    ' as text in RetString. 
 
    Public Sub VerifyAsRigidBody( _ 
        ByVal NumCases As Int32, ByVal NumSegments As Int32, _ 
        ByVal X(,) As Double, ByVal Y(,) As Double, ByVal T(,) As Double, _ 
        ByVal ThetaRad(,) As Double, ByVal LambdaRad(,) As Double, _ 
        ByVal S() As Double, ByVal KiteF() As Double, ByVal KiteLD() As Double, _ 
        ByVal Rho As Double, ByVal g As Double, _ 
        ByVal WindProfile(,) As Double, _ 
        ByRef RetString As String) 
 
        Dim SegLength As Double 
        Dim KiteFx As Double 
        Dim KiteFy As Double 
        Dim WinchFx As Double 
        Dim WinchFy As Double 
        Dim SegDeltaX As Double 
        Dim SegDeltaY As Double 
        Dim SegMidPointY As Double 
        Dim SegAttackRad As Double 
        Dim Fg As Double 
        Dim FaX As Double 
        Dim FaY As Double 
        Dim WindSpeed As Double 
        Dim SumFg As Double 
        Dim SumFaX As Double 
        Dim SumFaY As Double 
        Dim ErrorX As Double 
        Dim ErrorY As Double 
 
        RetString = "Reconciliation of the tether as a rigid body" & vbCrLf 
        For Icase As Int32 = 1 To NumCases Step 1 
            RetString = RetString & vbCrLf & _ 
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                "Case #" & Trim(Str(Icase)) & ":" & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  KiteForce = " & FormatNumber(KiteF(Icase), 2) & " N  " & _ 
                "  KiteLD = " & FormatNumber(KiteLD(Icase), 2) 
            SegLength = S(Icase) / NumSegments 
            KiteFx = KiteF(Icase) / Math.Sqrt(1 + (KiteLD(Icase) ^ 2)) 
            KiteFy = KiteF(Icase) * KiteLD(Icase) / Math.Sqrt(1 + (KiteLD(Icase) ^ 2)) 
            WinchFx = -T(Icase, NumSegments + 1) * _ 
                Math.Cos(ThetaRad(Icase, NumSegments + 1)) 
            WinchFy = -T(Icase, NumSegments + 1) * _ 
                Math.Sin(ThetaRad(Icase, NumSegments + 1)) 
            SumFg = 0 
            SumFaX = 0 
            SumFaY = 0 
            For Iseg As Int32 = 1 To NumSegments Step 1 
                ' Calculate the rise and run for the segment 
                SegDeltaX = X(Icase, Iseg) - X(Icase, Iseg + 1) 
                SegDeltaY = Y(Icase, Iseg) - Y(Icase, Iseg + 1) 
                ' Calculate the altitude of the segment's midpoint 
                SegMidPointY = Y(Icase, Iseg) - (SegDeltaY / 2) 
                ' Calculate the slope of the segment 
                SegAttackRad = Math.Atan2(SegDeltaY, SegDeltaX) 
                ' Calculate the gravitational force on the segment 
                OneTraverse.CalculateGravForce(SegLength, Rho, g, Fg) 
                ' Interpolate the wind speed 
                OneTraverse.InterpolateWindSpeed(SegMidPointY, WindProfile, WindSpeed) 
                ' Calculate the aerodynamic forces 
                CalculateAeroForce.CalculateAeroForce( _ 
                    SegLength, _ 
                    Math.Max(0, Math.Min(Math.PI / 2, SegAttackRad)), _ 
                    Math.Max(10, Math.Min(40, WindSpeed)), _ 
                    Math.Max(0, Math.Min(15000 / 3.280839895, SegMidPointY)), _ 
                    FaX, FaY) 
                ' Add the external forces to the running totals 
                SumFg = SumFg + Fg 
                SumFaX = SumFaX + FaX 
                SumFaY = SumFaY + FaY 
            Next Iseg 
            RetString = RetString & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Sum of FaX = " & FormatNumber(SumFaX, 2) & " N  " & _ 
                "  Sum of FaY = " & FormatNumber(SumFaY, 2) & " N  " & _ 
                "  Sum of Fg = " & FormatNumber(SumFg, 2) & " N" & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Kite Fx = " & FormatNumber(KiteFx, 2) & " N  " & _ 
                "  Kite Fy = " & FormatNumber(KiteFy, 2) & " N" & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  Winch Fx = " & FormatNumber(WinchFx, 2) & " N  " & _ 
                "  Winch Fy = " & FormatNumber(WinchFy, 2) & " N" 
            ' Calculate the errors 
            ErrorX = KiteFx + SumFaX + WinchFx 
            ErrorY = KiteFy + SumFaY - SumFg + WinchFy 
            RetString = RetString & vbCrLf & _ 
                "  X-error = " & FormatNumber(ErrorX, 2) & " N  " & _ 
                "  Y-error = " & FormatNumber(ErrorY, 2) & " N" 
        Next Icase 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
 


